
  

 
PATRICK HIGGINS / COMPOSER 

Described by  The New Yorker magazine as one of the "prime movers of the 
local avant-garde", and an "exacting avant-classical guitarist" by  TimeOut 
NY, Patrick Higgins  is a New York based composer/performer of experimental 
music. Higgins has composed works for some of the nation's leading ensembles, 
ranging from chamber orchestra works, percussion cycles, and string quartets to 
smaller ensembles and soloists. He has scored works for television, museum 
exhibitions, and films both short-form and feature-length. Higgins plays guitar 
and composes in ZS, hailed by the New York Times  as "one of the strongest 
avant-garde bands in New York.” 

As a soloist, he performs both classical acoustic and electric guitar in genre-
bending contexts, utilizing extended technique and electronic processing. A 
work of "visionary [...] master-craftsmanship on guitar" (Tiny Mix Tapes), his 
record of quadraphonic guitar compositions STEREO was named to the Best of 
2012 by Impose Magazine, and his electro-acoustic project  Bachanalia  has 
received numerous plaudits for its re-interpretation of the Baroque master's 
work. A unique  double LP of Higgins'  String Quartet No.2  and its electro-



acoustic "remix"  Glaciais out on  Ex Cathedra Records  - called "stunning" 
by  Experimedia.  Social Death Mixtape  - a record of assorted experimental 
composition, is now available on NNA Records. Zs' most recent relase Xe was 
named no.3 avant record of the year by Rolling Stone, and listed as one of the 
best records of 2015 by the LA Times. 

Patrick Higgins' music has been performed internationally in over 20 countries, 
including performances at some of the world's leading concert venues and 
music festivals: Unsound Festival (Poland), Big Ears Festival, The Queense 
Museum (NY), Merkin Concert Hall (Ecstatic Music Fest), Issue Project Room, 
Roulette, The Stone, (le) Poisson Rouge, Tribeca Film Festival, Sundance Film 
Festival, ICA Boston, Hopscoth Festival, le Guess Who? (Holland), Club Unit 
(Tokyo), Vacant Gallery (Tokyo), Donau Festival (Austria), Incubate (Netherlands), 
Berghain (Germany), Magazin 4 (Belgium), Sonic (France), Puxian Grand Theater 
(China), Miami Art Basel, Paula Cooper Gallery, SF MOMA and many more. 

Upcoming projects and collaborations include a new record of solo guitar and 
sampled percussion, a new record featuing Josh Modney of ICE and Wet Ink, a 
double LP of the  TOCSIN  cycle, a new long form composition for string 
orchestra to premiere in Holland, a forthcoming record of Bach's lute music, 
some hand-bound editions of scores, and an on-going project of nomadic 
symphonic/installation works with Wild Dogs INTL. 

Higgins will be on tour in Europe this November. He is endorsed by  Albert 
Augustine guitar strings 


